Live
Driving Range
from the

As seen on TV

As seen

ON TV
A single system
covers 20 bays!
Protracer’s advanced tracking sensor and
software technology captures all shots
that are hit on a driving range and provide the golfer with instant and accurate
ball flight data. A single system covers
up to 20 bays and golfers can use their
own device (smartphone or tablet) which
completely eliminates per bay hardware.
Protracer Range presents driving ranges
a state of the art solution to offer ball
tracking at all of their hitting bays.

Protracer tracks golf shots hit by the best players in the world!
Protracer technology was originally developed to track the flight of a shot hit by a pro
golfer. The world’s leading TV companies have since they were introduced to Protracer
used the technology in broadcast for major golfing events like The Open Championship,
PGA Championship, US Open and the Ryder Cup to give their viewers a richer TV
experience.
Now the same technology has been adapted for driving ranges. Protracer Range can track
and analyze every shot hit on a driving range. A single system covers 20 bays without any
need for hardware at each bay!
Protracer Range will help you turn your facility into a place that your clients simply don’t
want to leave!
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Making the range fun
Our mission at Protracer is to help golfers around the world
enjoy golf even more! In TV we help our viewers get a richer
TV experience. In order to make the driving more fun we have
established Protracer Range Skills & Games, that will engage
golfers and not only help them become better players but also
help them have more fun while practicing.

How it works
Protracer range is a fixed installation that features two tracking sensors that are placed
approximately 40 meters (131 feet) apart. The system accurately pinpoints each shot that
is hit in between the tracking sensors and delivers ball flight data back to the player via a
smart phone, tablet or a monitor provided by the range.

One system - 20 Bays
One system can handle 10 hitting bays in a row and two floors simultaneously. Meaning
that one system can handle up to 20 hitting bays without any need for hardware at each
bay.

Protracer range

Existing Targets

Skills & Games

Protracer Range is set up to cover and include the already existing targets at your range.
The system will deliver the ball flight, carry distance and exactly how close to the targets
each player hits a shot.

Protracer Range Skills & Games help golfers practice better and at the same time
support addictive gaming alternatives that
will help you as a driving range owner drive
bucket sales.
Protracer Range Skills & Games will help
you turn your facility into a place that your
clients simply don’t want to leave!

Range Practice
Range Practice is the perfect mode for
the players that wants to practice and
get instant feedback on their practice
session. The golfer will get the following data:

• Shot shape
• Carry distance
• Distance from target
report of their
• Summary
practice session
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Wireless
Protracer range provides the range with a wireless network that smart phones, tablets and
fixed monitors can connect to and thus provide the client with tracking information.

Range Pinseeker
Range Pinseeker is a closest to the pin competition.
Arrange hourly, daily, weekly,
monthly or yearly events and
offer prices. Your clients used
to be practicing all by themselves, now they find themselves competing against all
the other visitors at the range!

Cover the entire range
If you wish to cover more than 10 hitting bays in a row you simply add a new system, thus
presenting range owners a cost effective solution to offer all of their visitors launch monitor information.

Range - Grip it
and Rip it
All golfers wants to know
how far they can hit it. Grip
it and Rip it gives everyone a
chance to compete and the
longest drives make it on to a
high score list.
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Easy for the golfer to get started

Revenue source for range owners
Protracer Range offers range owners an opportunity to make more money. It is a chance
to add a new revenue stream and at the same time improve client experience.
Facilities are not bound by a special payment model but rather free to decide how to use
the system for their own specific facility.
Some examples:

• Offer it for free and watch the number visitors and sold buckets grow!
• Charge your members a monthly or yearly subscription fee
• Charge non-members an extra onetime fee to use the system
• Increase bucket price
• Pay for time slots
• Corporate sponsorships
• Use Protracer database to send out offers and information regarding happenings.

1
Click on the
Protracer
shortcut on
your smartphone or
tablet
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Select the
bay number
your are
hitting shots
from

Start hitting
shots and
get instant
feedback

Protracer Range includes a pin code system to support your sales efforts.

TV Monitor in the
clubhouse
Protracer Range support connection to a local TV
that can be placed in the clubhouse or at the driving
range reception allowing all shots that are hit on the
range to appear live. Ongoing games like closest to
the pin competitions can also be showcased to increase awareness and interest surrounding the system
and the range.

Monitors: Your choice
Range owners have a choice to set the
standard regarding monitors. A certain area
at the range can feature fixed touchscreens
while another area is open for clients to
bring their own device. Protracer range cover all major devices like Ipad, Iphone,
Android, Windows.
Fixed installations are not necessary, however it will help the range to increase the
awareness of the system and raise the bar
for the whole facility.

The TV interface is a great way to expose sponsorships and partners as well as information regarding
the range!

Benefits for range owners
• New revenue source to improve profitability
• One system to handle many hitting bays
• Driving range customers can bring their own
device (Iphone, Ipad, Android etc.)
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• Support monitors
• Separate your facility from competitors
• Attractive ad space for sponsorships
• Improve event sales
• Engage your customers and help them become better players!

Benefits for the golfer
• Practice like the pros
• Gain distance control
• Gain an understanding of how accurate you are
• Practice like you are playing out on the course
• Compete against your friends and other range
visitors

• Have more fun!
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Please visit protracerRange.com for more information

CONTACT INFO
Protracer Range
USA: +1-646-755-9890
Europe: +46-8-501-64-590
Email: info@protracer.se

